
Bill Gates Admits that Europe Will Be
Devastated by African Migrants, But His
‘Solution” Will Also Devastate Europe
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Bill Gates says that Europe will be devastated by African economic migrants unless it
becomes more difficult for them to reach the continent.  Instead of Europe cutting off
massive welfare for migrants, which is what is attracting them, Gates advocates that
European countries should send more foreign aid to African countries. Europe will be
devastated either way. –GEG
In an interview published Saturday, Bill Gates told German newspaper Welt am Sonntag
that Europe will be devastated by African refugees if they don’t “make it more difficult
for Africans to reach the continent,” and the solution lies in European
nations committing billions of taxpayer money towards overseas aid.

According to Gates, the combination of explosive population growth in Africa combined
with Europe’s notoriously generous open-border migrant welfare programs – as illustrated
by the ‘German attitude to refugees’ have incentivised migrants to flood into Europe.
“On the one hand you want to demonstrate generosity and take in refugees, but the more
generous you are, the more word gets around about this – which in turn motivates more
people to leave Africa.”

While Germany has been one of the pioneers of the open door policy, it cannot “take in
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the huge, massive number of people who are wanting to make their way to Europe.”

Thus Gates advised European nations to take action in order to make it “more difficult
for Africans to reach the continent via the current transit routes.”

–Bill Gates

How to stop them?

Gates, whose third world vaccination programs have contributed to Africa’s population
explosion, suggested that heaping tons of money onto Africa while taking steps to
prevent transit into Europe is the best solution.

After calling Germany’s commitment to allocate 0.7% of GDP towards foreign aid
‘phenomenal,’ Gates encouraged ‘other European nations to follow its example.”

(Because Africa is of course known for efficiently managing billions in foreign aid
without corruption to ensure that their people are taken care of. Surely Europe’s
donations will create an Africa that rivals downtown Hamburg.)

Italy

Gates’ comments come as European leaders discuss the surge of Africans washing up on
Italy’s shores every week, with Rome calling on other EU nations to accept more
refugees.

On Sunday, Italy’s interior minister Marco Minniti begged for help – telling an EU
summit in Tallinn “We are under enormous pressure”S

“If the only ports where refugees are taken to are Italian, something is not working.
This is the heart of the question” –Marco Minniti

Italy has taken in over 82,000 migrants in the first six months of 2017, 19% more than
the same period last year.

Meanwhile, a spokesperson for the rescue organization SOS Mediterranee which runs an aid
vessel along with Doctors Without Borders said that it would be logistically difficult
to redirect migrants to other European ports.

If the order came “we would have no choice, we would obey. But it would be completely
impossible with more than 1,000 people on board,” Mathilde Auvillain told AFP.

So there you have it

After years of liberal open-border policies predictably resulted in a flood of North
African (economic) migrants into Europe, the EU is panicking. And the solution to
preventing millions of migrants from upgrading their lifestyle by picking up sticks and
moving is to throw more money at Africa…

Read full article here…
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